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Quadcon container

Lista Cabinets Bring New Storage Efficiency to
Air, Land and Sea
As a world leader in the design and manufacture of modular storage and
workspace systems, Lista’s innovative storage solutions enable
Department of Defense facilities and rapid deployment containers to maximize storage space, improve organization and increase productivity.
Modular storage cabinets are the perfect storage solution for military ISO
containers, ISU containers, tactical shelters, trucks, trailers and other
mobility applications. Lista cabinets have 50% more storage capacity
than conventional shelving and feature much more usable storage space
than any other competitive cabinet. Lista’s customizable cabinets can
reduce the number of air, land and sea containers, freeing up cargo space
on aircraft, ships and trucks. Lista cabinet drawers can store a wide
variety of components, including Class IX, ASL, PLL and even weapons.

Tricon container

Lista’s full-height drawer sidewalls allow the use of the
full cubic capacity of the drawer.
Lista cabinets and mobile cabinets maximize security with options like our heavy-duty
hinged lock bars with padlock (above left), hasp door and safety lock (above center)
and our lock-in-lock-out safety device (below right) with its open and close release
lever in front for easy access.

Lista’s galvanized steel shelf battens
(above) can be used to stabilize cabinet
contents, keeping bulk materials in place
during deployment or when moving over
rough terrain. The shelf with lip option
(right) similarly keeps cabinet contents
from sliding off of shelves.
Lista’s extremely durable fork truck base has an
open-slotted foot in both the front and back position for easy bolt installation and removal.

Lista Cabinets Prove Tough Enough
for the Roughest Terrain
Lista modular high-density storage cabinets have completed and passed
two extensive vibration and over-the-road rough terrain tests by the U.S.
Army Developmental Test Command, Support Equipment Team,
WARFIGHTER at the Aberdeen Test Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground in
Maryland. Placed on a vibration machine simulating rough terrain and
tested at the most extreme weights ever tested, Lista cabinets proved
“strong enough to withstand the dynamic vibration environment represented by a composite wheeled vehicle schedule.” In other words, they
proved tough enough to hold and move your deployable mobile assets
under the roughest in-field conditions.

Lista Design Services
Lista’s sales staff, technical support and design teams can provide you
with a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs,
free of charge.

GSA Contract
Lista’s GSA contract number is GS-27F-5061C. Our CAGE Code is 57617.
Lista International Corp. accepts the GSA Smart Pay or Government
Purchase Card (GPC) and is available on the GSA ADVANTAGE Program.
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